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This book had its genesis in the NSF /CBMS conference on Wavelets held
at the University of Lowell in June, 1990. In accordance with the usual
CBMS (Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences) procedures for
this conference series, Ingrid Daubechies' main series of ten lectures are
being published by SIAM. Although there was sufficient interest in wavelets to merit publishing many of the other talks as well, formal conference
proceedings did not seem quite appropriate. A few months before the conference, I was approached by Klaus Peters about the possibility of editing a
book of essays on wavelets, using the invited lectures from the NSF /CBMS
conference as a core, but including other contributors as well. Gregory
Beylkin, who organized a special session on Wavelets at the July, 1990
meeting of SIAM, faced a similar dilemma; however, he graciously agreed
to also forego conference proceedings and join our project.
Nine of the ten invited lecturers at Lowell agreed to contribute to this
book; in addition, we asked several speakers from the SIAM special session as well as several "at-large" experts to contribute. Although we had
very much hoped to include an essay on music and audio signals by Alex
Grossmann and Richard Kronland-Martinet, unforeseen delays have forced
postponement of their chapter to another book. Because of the extremely
rapid development of wavelet theory, the topics in these chapters by no
means exhaust the applications of wavelets, but merely give some indication of the state of this art .
Special thanks are due to Gerald Kaiser for his help in organizing the
NSF /CBMS conference at Lowell and for reviewing several manuscripts,
and to Wayne Lawton for reviewing and proofreading most of the manuscripts during the final hectic month.

Mary Beth Ruskai
Lowell, June, 1991
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The term wavelets refers to sets of functions of the form 'lj;ab (x) =
ial- 112 7j; ( x~b), i.e., sets of functions formed by dilations and translations
of a single function 'lj;(x) sometimes called, variously, the "mother wavelet",
"basic wavelet" or "analyzing wavelet". A few authors even reserve the
term "wavelet" for analyzing wavelets with specified properties. The dilation and translation parameters a, b may range over either a continuous or
a discrete set SDT· In general, the term wavelets is reserved for situations
in which the set SDT corresponds to some subgroup of an affine group,
and for which the corresponding set of functions {'lj;ab} has sufficient members to allow any function f in L 2 to be reconstructed from its wavelet
coefficients (!, 'lj;ab) where ( , ) denotes the standard L 2 inner product.
For simplicity, only the one-dimensional situation, in which f E L 2 (R)
and S DT is a suitable subset of R + x R, will be discussed here. (Some aspects of two-dimensional wavelets are considered in Mallat's chapter and of
multi-dimensional wavelets in Vetterli's chapter in this volume, as well as in
Daubechies [Dl] . A very general discussion of multi-dimensional wavelets,
including the possibility that the dilation parameter a is replaced by a matrix, is given in the monograph by Meyer [Mel]. For more recent developments involving the construction of multi-dimensional orthonormal wavelet
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bases, see Lawton and Resnikoff [LR], Grochenig and Madych [GM],
Kovacevic and Vetterli [KV], and Cohen and Daubechies [CD2].)
Because a very thorough and readable discussion of wavelets is now
available in Daubechies' CBMS lecture notes [Dl] (hereafter referred to
as D-CBMS), to which this volume should be considered as a companion,
this introduction will summarize only the most basic definitions. In addition, the reader can consult Meyer's book [Mel] and Daubechies' earlier
reviews and articles, especially [D2], [D3], and [D4]. Additional references
on special topics will be mentioned later. As is well-known (and thoroughly
discussed in D-CBMS and elsewhere, e.g. [Dl-3]), wavelets can be chosen to
have extremely desirable time and frequency localization properties, particularly when compared to other sets of functions, such as the Gaussian
coherent states or windowed Fourier transform. These properties make
wavelets a very useful and promising tool for analyzing such mathematical
entities as sig9als, data, singular operators, etc. which arise in many different applications. The primary purpose of this volume is to present reviews
of some of these applications, as well as some recent theoretical developments which were not treated in D-CBMS. More detailed bibliographies
on these topics are given with the chapters; for additional recent developments, one can also consult the forthcoming special issue on "Wavelet
Transforms and Multiresolution Signal Analysis" of the IEEE Transactions
on Information Theory [DMW] .
If SDr = R+ x R so that (a, b) varies over all of R+ x R, the map
f --+ (!, 'l/Jab) is called the continuous wavelet transform. The function f
can then be recovered using the identity

f

=

C1 joo joo
..p

-oo

-oo

da db
(f,'l/Jab) 'l/Jab
a

-2

(1)

where C..p = J::oo l~l i -$(~W d~ and (i; denotes the Fourier transform of
'lj;. The identity (1) is very reminiscent of the "resolution of the identity"
formula for other sets of functions, such as the Gaussian coherent states.
The condition C..p < oo implies (i;(O) = J::oo 'lj;(x) dx = 0. Applications
of the continuous wavelet transform are considered in the chapters in this
volume by Cohen, by Farge, by Mallat and Zhong, and by Tchamitchian
and Torresani.
Although there are many ways of restricting (a, b) to a discrete subset of
R+ x R, the most common choice is a= 2-k, b =an where k,n E Z x Z,
i.e., dilation by (both positive and negative) powers of 2 and translation by
integers. The corresponding discrete wavelets 'l/Jkn(x) = 2-kf 2 'lj;(2-kx- n)
can then be parameterized by a pair of integers k, n rather than a, b. In
order to insure that one can retrieve f from a set of discrete wavelet coef-
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ficients (!, 'l/Jkn) it is sufficient that the set of functions {'l/Jkn} constitute a
frame, i.e., for some A, B > 0 they satisfy the condition

AIIJII 2 :::JJ(f, 'l/JknW :S BIIJII 2

V f E L 2 (R).

(2)

If one defines the operator S = Lk,n Pkn where Pkn denotes the (onedimensional) projection onto the subspace spanned by the single function 'l/Jkn (and if l 'l/J II = 1), then (2) is equivalent to

AI :S S :S BI
and the requirement A
forward to verify that

> 0 implies
f

=

L

(3)

that S is invertible. It is then straight-

(!, 'l/Jkn) -J;kn

(4)

k,n

where -J;kn = s- 1 'l/Jkn· Although (4) is reminiscent of a biorthogonal expansion, the sets of functions {'l/Jkn} and {-J;kn} are not biorthogonal in
general. On the contrary, the set {'l/Jkn} may be linearly dependent; in that
case, (4) is simply one of many possible ways of writing f as a linear combination of -J;kn· However, as discussed elsewhere [Dl-3], expansions of the
form (4) have certain advantages. Moreover, s- 1 can easily be computed
as a power series in I - }.;.8 whose rate of convergence is at least as fast
as ~:;:1 so that when A~ B the set of dual functions {-J;kn} can efficiently
be computed from {'l/Jkn}i for further details see [Dl-3].
Although attention has been restricted here to frames composed of wavelets, other sets of functions can also form frames. One advantage to wavelet
frames is that, unlike frames of windowed Fourier transforms which must
satisfy the Balian-Low theorem (proved and extended to such frames by
Coifman and Semmes, using the Zak transform, as described in [D3] and
D-CBMS), it is possible to construct wavelet frames for which both x'lj;(x)
and ~(i;(~) are in L 2 (R). In the chapter by Feichtinger and Grochenig, a
number of different classes of functions which form frames are discussed
together with their connection with group representations. Some of these
topics were also reviewed by Heiland Walnut [HW] .
The following special classes of wavelet frames are of particular interest.
a) If A= B = 1, then S = s- 1 =I and the set offunctions {'l/Jkn} forms
an orthonormal basis.
b)

If the functions {'l/;kn} are linearly independent, then the sets {'l/Jkn}
and {-J;kn} are biorthogonal.
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c)

If A = B, then
tight frame.

s- 1

=

1f

w

and the set of functions { kn} is called a
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where ¢ satisfies

¢(0 =

d) If the set of functions {-J;kn} are also wavelets, i. e. there is a function -J;
such that -J;kn(x) = 2-kf 2 -(i;(2-kx- n), then the map f _____, (!, Wkn) is
referred to as a ¢-transform.
The study of ¢-transforms originated with Frazier and Jawerth [FJ] independent of the development of wavelet frames. The theory of ¢-transforms
and related topics in harmonic analysis is discussed in their chapter in
this book. All tight frames, and some biorthogonal wavelets, define ¢transforms and every ¢-transform defines a frame; however, there are examples of frames which are not ¢-transforms. While a great deal of attention
has been given to the discovery that it is, in fact, possible to form orthonormal bases of wavelets - and that such bases can even be compactly
supported - the other cases, both redundant and biorthogonal wavelets,
remain of interest as is evident from several of the chapters in this volume.
Because the construction of orthonormal bases of compactly supported
wavelets is thoroughly discussed in D-CBMS and her original paper [D4]
is very readable, this topic is not treated in detail in this monograph • (although related constructions are discussed in the chapters by Battle and
by Chui). However, both the construction and many applications of orthonormal wavelets use the important concept of multi-resolution analysis
developed by Mallat [Ma] and Meyer [Me2]. Therefore, a brief review of this
concept is included here. A multi-resolution analysis consists of a family
of subspaces vk satisfying

L

¢(~)
J¢(~ + 2k7rW

(8)

kEZ
Unfortunately, the modified generator J may not have all the desirable
properties (such as compact support), that the original¢ does.
Once one has a set of multi-resolution subspaces, one can generate an
orthonormal basis of wavelets as follows. Define Wk as V/ where the
orthogonal complement is taken in vk-1 so that

(9)

Vk-1 = Vk EB Wk and Vk ..l Wk .

It then follows that the set of subspaces {Wk} are mutually orthogonal and
EBkEZ Wk = L 2 (R). It can be shown that one can find a function
such
that Non} = {W(x- n)} is an orthonormal basis for W 0 ; it then follows
that {Wkn} nEZ is an orthonormal basis for wk and {Wkn} is an orthonormal
basis for L 2 (R). In fact, (assuming that integer translates of¢ generate an
orthonormal basis for Vo)
can be constructed as follows. By (5) and (7)
there exist Cn such that

w

w

¢(x) =

L

cn¢(2x- n) .

(10)

nEZ
Then w(x) is given by

w(x) =

:L (-rtcn+l ¢(2x + n) .

(ll)

nEZ

b)

nkEZ Vk = {o}, and ukEZ vk = L (R)

(6)

It should be noted that the convention of decreasing subspaces used
here, while followed by many authors including Daubechies and Mallat, is
not universal. Meyer [Mel] uses exactly the opposite convention, in which
case (7) and (9) are replaced by

c)

f(x) E Vk {::} f(2x) E Vk-1

(7)

f(x) E Vk {::} f(2x) E Vk+1

(7')

d)

3 ¢ E Vo such that {¢on} is a Riesz basis for Vo .

Vk+1 = Vk EB Wk and Vk ..l Wk .

(9')

a)

... c Vz c V1 c Vo c V_ 1 c V_z ...

(5)
2

A Riesz basis is a basis which is also a frame. Note that (c) and (d) imply
that { ¢kn} nEZ is a Riesz basis for Vk. Moreover, one can choose ¢so that
the set of translates {¢on}= {¢(x- n)} is actually an orthon:'rmal basis.
If the original ¢ does not generate an orthonormal set, then ¢ will do so,
*Note Added in Proof: For a very readable introduction to the construction of orthogonal wavelets, the reader can also consult a forthcoming article by Strichartz [Sz] .

Roughly speaking, in the Daubechies-Mallat convention the functions in Vk
scale like 2k, whereas in the Meyer convention they scale like 2-k. In this
volume, many authors follow the convention of Meyer.
The idea of analyzing at successively more refined scales, as one does in
a multi-resolution analysis, has many similarities with the renormalization
group analysis which has had considerable success in mathematical physics. A renormalization group approach to the construction of orthonormal
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wavelet bases is discussed in the chapter by Battle. In general, a renormalization group analysis is initially defined on a lattice; applications to
quantum field theory then require a continuum limit, i.e. the lattice spacing -+ 0. Proceeding from this viewpoint, Battle describes a construction
which generates smooth inter-scale orthogonal wavelets in the continuum
limit. Other authors, namely Federbush [F] and Balaban, O'Carroll and
Schor [BOSJ have described an approach in which the scale decomposition
of the renormalization group persists after the continuum limit so that a
renormalization group type of analysis can be carried out directly on R d,
rather than on a lattice. Although these authors do not construct wavelets
explicitly, inter-scale orthogonal wavelets can be obtained from their analysis together with a suitable averaging procedure. However, the averaging
procedures used in [F] and [BOSJ do not generate very smooth wavelets;
for example, a "block spin" averaging procedure, together with the identity
operator in the [BOSJ formalism yields the Haar basis. By constrast, Battle uses the continuum limit of a more complex averaging procedure on a
lattice to construct smooth wavelets, which can be chosen to have arbitrary
regularity.
It should be emphasized that this renormalization group approach leads
very naturally to wavelets which are not orthonormal, but only orthogonal
at different scales, i.e.

('1/Jjm, '1/Jkn) = 0 if j f. k but, ('1/Jkm, '1/Jkn) may be non-zero .

(12)

Battle [Ba] called such sets of functions "pre-ondelettes" because orthogonal wavelets can be obtained from them by a subsequent orthogonalization
procedure (as .contrasted with the pre-orthogonalization procedure given
by (8) above). However, as before, the orthogonalization process may destroy some properties, and for some purposes it may be preferable to sacrifice intra-scale orthogonality and retain compact support. In particular,
Chui and Wang [CWJ, proceeding from the viewpoint of approximation
theory, recently constructed compactly supported wavelets formed from
cardinal B-splines which are orthogonal only on different scales; their construction is discussed in the chapter by Chui in this volume. Since such
partially orthogonal bases are also frames, by remark (b) above, they automatically generate biorthogonal bases. Biorthogonal bases also arise naturally from subband coding schemes in signal analysis. In fact, orthonormal
bases of wavelets correspond to sub band coding schemes in which the analysis and synthesis filters coincide, while biorthogonal bases are associated
with schemes in which the analysis and synthesis filters differ. The resulting bases typically lack inter-scale as well as intra-scale orthogonality,
but they have the advantage that both '1j; and its dual {; can be symmet-
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ric as well as compactly supported. (Symmetry is impossible for smooth,
real-valued orthonormal wavelets [D4], [D5]. Although the inter-scale orthogonal wavelets in [CWJ are symmetric, only '1/;, but not {;, is compactly
supported.) Such biorthogonal bases have recently been constructed and
studied independently by several groups - from the mathematical perspective by Cohen, Daubechies and Feauveau [CDF], from a signal analysis
perspective by Vetterli and Herley [VH], and from an approximation theory
perspective by DeVore, Jawerth, and Popov [DJP] . The question of when a
subband coding scheme defines an orthonormal basis of wavelets was considered slightly earlier by Lawton [La]; a review and extension of Law,t on's
results is contained in [CDF]. For further discussion of the relation between
wavelets and coding schemes, one can also consult the chapter by Vetterli
in this volume.
In a different direction, the question of when one can obtain orthonormal bases of wavelets using dilation factors other than 2 is also of interest. Auscher studied the case of rational dilation factors a in the region 1 < a < 2; his results are summarized in his chapter in this volume.
Meyer [Mel] has considered orthonormal bases obtained using integer dilation factors a> 2; such bases require two or more sets of wavelets. It should
be mentioned that the multi-resolution scheme described above requires
some modification if dilation factors other than 2 are used. Kaiser [K]
has shown that a complex structure can be associated with the standard (a= 2) multi-resolution analysis; however, the existence of a similar algebraic structure associated with other dilation factors remains an
open question. Recently, Cohen and Daubechies [CDl] observed that the
splitting of the spaces Wk which occurs naturally in the modified multiresolution analysis for dilation factor a = 4 can also be used with the usual
dilation factor a = 2 to obtain orthonormal bases with better frequency
resolution. Their construction is a special case of the general concept of
bases constructed from several families of wavelets, which has been termed
"wavelet packets" by Coifman, Meyer and Wickerhauser; the theory of
such bases is discussed in their chapter entitled "Size Properties of Wavelet
Packets" and some applications are considered in their chapter on "Wavelet
Analysis and Signal Processing" .
The development of wavelets during the past decade has been closely
associated with advances in signal analysis; both the mathematical theory
and the applications seem to have benefitted from this synergy. Vetterli
has given a concise, yet thorough, introduction to the discrete filter banks
used in signal analysis and their relation to discrete wavelets; his chapter
in this volume also includes a description of the associated pyramid algorithms for signal analysis and synthesis. A more technical discussion of one
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class of pyramid algorithms then follows in the chapter by Feauveau. In
contrast to these discrete algorithms, Mallat and Zhong's chapter demonstrates the utility of the continuous wavelet transform for edge detection
in vision analysis; their approach yields an algorithm for signal compression and reconstruction with impressive results. Additional applications
to signal analysis are considered in the chapters by Cohen; by Coifman,
Meyer and Wickerhauser; and by Tchamitchian and Torresani. The skeleton extraction techniques developed by Tchamitchian and Torresani were
exploited by M. Farge to study turbulence as is discussed in her chapter.
The localization properties of wavelets also make them extremely useful
for numerical analysis of systems with singular behavior. In many cases,
not only are fewer basis functions required with wavelets than with such
traditional bases as Fourier series, but such annoying anomalies as the
"Gibbs' phenomenon" are minimized. As wavelet theory has advanced, numerical algorithms have simultaneously been developed which exploit these
advantages. In particular, Daubechies' compactly supported orthonormal
wavelets can be used to develop a "Fast Wavelet Transform" which appears to-be superior to the the fast Fourier transform for many purposes.
The Fast Wavelet Transform was first proposed by Mallat in his original
paper on multi-resolution analysis [Ma], using truncated versions of infinitely supported wavelets. A numerical algorithm using the compactly
supported wavelets of [D4], thereby avoiding the error due to truncation,
was subsequenlty implemented by Beylkin, Coifman and Rokhlin [BCR].
Another class of numerical algorithms arise from the fact that many operators, including integral operators of Calder6n-Zygmund type and pseudodifferential operators, have wavelet representations involving sparse matrices, leading to a variety of efficient algorithms. (In contrast to traditional
orthonormal bases which diagonalize Sturm-Liouville operators, wavelets
can not be obtained as eigenfunctions of any reasonable operator.) A survey of these aspects of numerical analysis is given in the review chapter
by Beylkin, Coifman and Rokhlin; some additional developments involving
sparse matrix representations are then discussed in the chapter by Alpert .
In a different direction, two groups have used wavelets to study non-linear
differential equations. As discussed in their chapter, Liandrat, Perrier, and
Tchamitchian have used periodic spline wavelets to analyze Burgers equation; a group at AWARE [GLRT] has reported success in using Daubechies'
orthonormal wavelets in a Galerkin treatment of non-linear equations, including Burgers equation.
While wavelets have obviously made a major impact on signal processing and numerical analysis, wavelets are useful in other areas as well. The
two-scale difference equation (10) used in multi-resoluticn analysis is rem-
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iniscent of the self-similarity equations for fractals . The ability of wavelets
to "zoom in" and study details at an appropriately fine scale, is another
interesting feature, important for many applications. Arneodo and collaborators have exploited this latter aspect of wavelets to perform physical
experiments for the optical analysis of fractals; their work is described in
a chapter in this volume. In a different direction, M. Farge has advocated
searching for the hidden coherent structure in turbulence; in her chapter,
she summarizes this approach to turbulence and describes how wavelets
can be used as a tool for the analysis of the underlying coherent structure.
Finally, it is worth recalling that wavelets are generated by the affine
group, while the traditional Gaussian coherent states of mathematical physics are generated by the Weyl-Heisenberg group and have provided the basis
for a semi-classical analysis of quantum theory. In their chapter, Paul and
Seip demonstrate that affine coherent states (which are actually Fourier
transforms of a simple class of wavelets) can also be used to provide a
semi-classical description of some quantum systems. In particular, Paul
shows that the Bohr rule for the energy levels of hydrogen arises naturally from this type of semi-classical analysis - a recent development that
Schrodinger [S] seemed to have anticipated in his original paper on coherent
states.
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